INTRODUCTION
Population submodels for insect parasitism (or predation) abound in the ecological literature. Many of these have been well reviewed by Royama (1971) 
.pt+l -N t-F F where N and P are now the host and parasite densities in generations t and t + 1 and F is the rate of increase of the host population. Note that F is not necessarily the average fecundity per adult host, but represents the effective rate of increase of the host after allowing for all mortalities within the generation except parasitism. This is best shown by an example. Let a given host species have an average fecundity of 100 eggs per adult. In this case, F = 100 only if there are no other host mortalities. If there are such mortalities, as will usually be the case, F must be reduced accordingly. Thus with an average additional mortality of 9000, F becomes 10; if the mortality is 95%o, F = 5 and so on. This is important because, as we shall see below, effective rate of increase always has an effect on the stability of an interaction. General host-parasite models may be judged on several counts, especially on whether the biological assumptions made are valid and whether sufficient assumptions have been made for the outcome to indicate the roles of parasitism in natural interactions. It is also important that the model is 'useful' which of course depends on the objectives in mind.
Generally, models with a large number of input parameters are difficult to apply to a wide range of natural populations. This application is much easier with some of the simpler models based on much fewer assumptions, which makes it desirable to single out the really important factors affecting the outcome of parasitism. To be useful in pest control, a general model for parasitism should contain only those components which are likely to affect markedly the outcome of a host-parasite interaction.
The models discussed here vary from the very simple such as that of Nicholson & Bailey (1935) to more complex ones involving effects of host and parasite densities and distribution. In each case we place special emphasis on the type of outcome from different models: whether a particular model is always unstable or is stable within certain limits. In the latter case one should know the precise conditions which can lead to stability, since this may be a useful consideration in developing a theoretical basis to biological control (see Discussion). The practical objective is to be able to predict the type of Table 1 Hassell & Rogers (1972) discuss three basic parasite responses which can affect searching efficiency and should form part of any general host-parasite (or prey-predator) model: (1) the response to host density; (2) the response to other parasites; and (3) the distribution of searching parasites in relation to the host distribution. We shall illustrate the relative importance of these with different models. Initially, we consider simple models where each response is present alone, and then attempt to show how these responses may be combined in more complex models which are more realistic and yet not so complex as to be unwieldy. Table I (1) Each parasite in the population searches at random with respect to both hosts and other parasites.
(2) The average area which one parasite effectively searches in its life-time (the area of discovery [a]) is constant and characteristic for that species.
(3) A parasite always contains sufficient eggs for oviposition in all hosts encountered. This follows on from assumption (2) in that the area of discovery cannot be a constant if egg supply is limiting.
A parasite with these characteristics will encounter hosts in direct proportion to their density. This is shown by the functional responses* in 
where Nha is the number of hosts parasitized (whether one or more times) by the parasite population. Clearly, this must be less than the number of encounters with hosts (Na). We shall see later that eqn (3a) has been widely used in more recent models (see models B and C), but with the derivation of Na differing from model to model. By substituting in eqn (2) we have the simple model:
Pt+ = Nt(1 -exp(-aPt)).
Such models have only one equilibrium, occurring when host and adult parasite populations are equal to the 'steady densities' (N* and P*). These densities depend on the values for the area of discovery (a) and the host rate of increase (F): (Varley & Gradwell 1963; Hassell 1969a, b) . The real test must be whether the assumptions upon which the model is based-random search and a constant searching efficiency-are biologically valid. The wealth of biological information on parasites indicates that neither of these can be generally true. Perhaps some parasites do effectively search at random throughout their life, but certainly many, and probably most, do not search in this way: they respond to the host distribution (see models D and E below). A constant searching efficiency is even more difficult to accept. Apart from the influence of climate (Klomp 1959) , searching efficiency must depend on host density on a priori grounds and is also likely to be dependent on parasite density. The effect of host density is included in Model B and that of parasite density in model C.
MODEL B
This model is based on the work of Holling (1959b) and differs from the NicholsonBailey model (A) in that searching efficiency is now dependent on the host density. Holling pointed out that there must always be a certain time interval between a host being encountered and search being resumed: this he called the 'handling time'. This handling time progressively reduces the time available for searching (TJ) as more and more hosts are encountered:
where Ti, is the handling time for a particular host-parasite interaction, and Tt the total time initially available for searching. In model A the total number of encounters with hosts is directly proportional to host density Na = aNtPt (see Fig. 1 ).
The time spent searching here is assumed to be constant (Tt = T, = generation time of adult parasites). Eqn (6) shows that this should be modified so that (Holling 1959b (Holling , 1966 . There are considerable data in the literature from which handling times can be calculated and Table 2 shows the extent to which handling times have been found to vary from species to species. Under natural conditions, of course, the maximum rate may also depend on egg-limitation or satiation in the case of predators.
In such cases, we may expect the handling time to increase as egg-depletion or satiation is approached. (Rogers 1972) .) The most appropriate way to predict the number of hosts parasitized from eqn (9), which implies random encounters, is to distribute the attacks randomly amongst the available hosts, once again using eqn ( . Increasing the value of either of these leads to greater instability. The value of a'T, has no effect on stability-it is merely a scaling parameter which partly determines the levels about which the populations oscillate. Models using eqn (8) avoid one of the criticisms of the Nicholson-Bailey theory since they allow searching efficiency to be dependent on host density. The predicted outcome, however, is an even less satisfactory explanation of the apparent general stability of natural interactions. Clearly, we must look for other important components of parasite searching behaviour which may contribute to the stability of such interactions.
MODEL C
Several experiments reported in the literature have shown parasite searching efficiency to be dependent on the density of searching parasites (Hassell 1971a ). On the basis of these, Hassell & Varley (1969) proposed a simple inductive model for parasite interference where the area of discovery (a) is exponentially related to parasite density:
where Q is the area of discovery when Pt = I and m (the mutual interference constant) is the slope of the linear relationship between log a and log Pt. This provides a simple sub-model for parasitism where
may be substituted in eqns (1) and (2). This modification of the Nicholson-Bailey model (which is now a special case when m = 0) can completely alter the outcome of a hostparasite model. Instead of always being unstable, this new model is stable over a wide range of conditions depending on the effective rate of host increase (F) and the amount of interference (m). (Q, again contributes to the determination of level but has no effect on stability.) The precise conditions for stability or instability have been derived in the Appendix and are listed in Table 3 and illustrated in Fig. 4 . We can see from this figure that, provided that values for F are not very large, even quite small values for n (say nz > 0 25) will contribute markedly to stability and may even give complete stability. The We conclude that there are no a priori grounds for considering interference to be unimportant under natural conditions. Conversely, its probable importance is supported by its occurrence in some laboratory experiments where parasite density is no greater than that found often in the field, and by the reports of aggressive behaviour between parasite females of some species (Hassell 1971a) . Apart from helping to account for the observed stability of so many host-parasite interactions, parasite interference also can account for the frequent coexistence of several parasite species on one host. In such cases, interspecific interference is also possible, but has not yet been considered theoretically. Certainly, some parasites, such as Rhiyssa persuasoria (L.) (Spradbery 1970 Eqn (I l) is an inductive submodel for parasitism based on the approximate description of several sets of data. It has the virtue of being sufficiently simple for the parameters to be measurable from census information on natural populations (Varley & Gradwell 1971) . However, its general validity must depend upon the assumptions implicit in eqn (1 I)-principally on whether m can be a constant for a particular interaction. It is clear that this cannot be the case. It is not possible for rn to be constant throughout the range of possible parasite densities. The searching efficiency must tend to become independent of parasite density as the chance of interference becomes very small. Deductive models show that values of nt will tend to increase as parasite density increases (i.e. there will be a curvilinear relationship between log a and log P) (Royama 1971 ; D. J. Rogers & M. P. Hassell, unpublished). The available data support these models to a greater extent that those where mi is a constant. We must conclude therefore, that while model C may remain a very useful submodel for parasitism, it requires further development to be realistic under all conditions. An advantage of the stability boundaries shown in Fig. 4 is that they may be used whatever interference model is adopted. Fig. 5 shows an arbitrary curvilinear relationship between log a and log parasite density. The slope (m') is no longer a constant in contrast to m above. The procedure for determining stability is now as follows.
(1) Calculate the potential equilibrium density of parasites (P* in Fig. 5 ) using the particular model adopted. This is the point where Ff(Pt, N) = 1.
(2) Measure the slope (m') of the curve at this point.
(3) The model will be stable if 1 > m'> 1 -Fl I(see Table 3 Now, FIn is always of order unity, from which it follows that p Th/Tt. For most F-I parasites the handling time is a very small fraction of the parasite's total searching time (Ti) (see Table 2 ) and hence it follows that usually p < 1. This argument remains qualitatively correct when we include some degree of interference (m # 0). We therefore conclude that in most host-parasite interactions, stability will be affected more by interference and non-random search (to be discussed below) than by handling time.
NON-RANDOM SEARCH
Models A-C assume that parasites search at random. They are all based on a Poisson distribution of the total number of attacks (Na) amongst N, hosts, where the probability of an attack on a particular host is equal to 1/N,. Thus, Po = ex N( t) (19) where PO is the proportion of hosts unattacked (cf. eqn 3).
The biological assumptions in these equations are straightforward. The distribution of hosts within the whole area is irrelevant when parasites search at random. In other words, hosts within an aggregation are just as susceptible to parasitism as those which are widely spaced out. It is not so easy, however, to relate random search to the actual movements of a parasite, although on average each parasite should spend as much time searching in one sub-unit of the total area as in any other equivalent unit. This means that each parasite will encounter the same proportion of hosts in each sub-unit (Rogers 1970 (Rogers , 1972 .
We can see that random search is a convenient assumption mathematically; but is it a realistic one ? The accumulating information in the literature on the searching behaviour of insect parasites and predators strongly indicates that random search is the exception rather than the rule. This is not surprising when we consider that most host and prey populations tend to be contagiously distributed over the area in which a parasite or predator individual searches. This provides a strong selective advantage for those parasites and predators that tend to aggregate where their food supply is most abundant. There are several types of behaviour that will result in such aggregating of a searching population. For example, individuals may respond over a considerable distance to some product whose concentration is a function of host density. Several examples of this are now known, some of which are listed in Table 5 . Alternatively, some species change their searching behaviour after successful parasitism-often by an increased turning rate and thus tend to remain for longer periods in the unit areas where there are most hosts. parasite interaction. We shall now explore this more precisely using population models where both host and parasite distributions are considered. First, we show the effect of non-random search alone (model D) and then include the responses from previous models (model E).
MODEL D
We commence with a general formulation. Let the total host and parasite populations produced in each generation be distributed into n areas (where the unit area may be a leaf, a plant, an area of tree canopy, etc.) with the fraction of the host population in the ith area being ai and the parasite fraction correspondingly being f3i. Thus, We have adopted this expression as a simple means of predicting parasite distributions given a particular host distribution. A subsequent paper will consider parasite and predator aggregation more realistically. At present it is difficult to assess what values of p may be found under natural conditions since both {cti} and {fli} are rarely measured in host-parasite studies. Fig. 11 , however, shows the results in one case where these were measured; from laboratory experiments where Nemeritis canescens searched for unevenly distributed Ephestia cautella larvae (Hassell 1971a 
There are four parameters which now affect stability, which are (1) I, the parasite aggregation index, (2) oc, the proportion of hosts in the high density area, (3) (n-1), the number of low host density areas, and (4) F, the host rate of increase. Figs. 12 and 13 illustrate the stability boundaries between p and F for various values of a and (n-1). These graphs indicate which features of host and parasite distribution have the most impact on stability. There are four obvious trends.
(1) Increasing parasite aggregation (,a) increases stability. This is clear from all the figures. Thus, parasite aggregation alone can sometimes stabilize a model which otherwise is quite unstable.
(2) Given the particular type of host distribution considered, stability is increased if there are more low host density regions. Fig. 12 shows that as (n-1) (17) with their definitions (2) and (10)) for the stability of a host-parasite system in which some hosts are more difficult to find than others. To illustrate the nature of the stability criterion (21) they chose specific host and parasite distributions which are more mathematically elegant than our three-parameter model defined by eqns (22), (26) We may expect, therefore, that the ability of searching parasites to locate the areas of highest host density is an important feature of behaviour promoting stability. The effectiveness of aggregation in this respect depends not only on F but also in part on the type of host distribution ({oca}). In this case, stability is increased if something in the region of 50%0 of the hosts are in a high density region (oa = 0 5) and the remaining hosts fairly evenly spread over a wide area.
We have chosen this type of host distribution because of the ease with which the stability conditions may be presented as ,u varies. Of course, under natural conditions host distributions must vary very considerably and will often depend on the unit areas considered. Thus, the distribution of aphids per plant will usually be quite different from the distribution per leaf. The most meaningful distribution depends on the area searched by the parasite individual. If a parasite tends to remain on a single plant throughout its life, the distribution per leaf, branch, etc. will be most meaningful. On the other hand, the whole plant is likely to be a more useful unit of host distribution where parasites move very readily from plant to plant. These different types of host distribution do not, however, qualitatively change the conclusions already reached. For any given {ai} set, one will still arrive at the general form of relationship between ,u and F shown in Fig. 12 . The principal difference is that the minimum value for ,u required for stability (,u min) will increase as the {ai} set gets 'flatter' (i.e. as the hosts tend towards a more even distribution). Indeed, if there is too little contrast in the prey population densities in the various 'patches', it can be that no amount of parasite aggregation (not even ,u --oo) can stabilize the interaction.
Model D (eqn 20) is also useful in exploring the effect of spatial asynchrony between host and parasite. Fig. 14 shows the precise conditions for stability assuming that the hosts may be divided into a proportion, y, which are accessible to parasitism and thus a proportion, 1 -y, that are inaccessible. There are only two parameters affecting stability in this simple model, F and y. We may conclude from this that increasing the degree of asynchrony (1 -y) either spatially or temporally, increases stability only within narrow limits depending on the effective host rate of increase. In the 'no equilibrium' region marked in the figure there is no kind of equilibrium possible: there is too much refuge from parasitism and both populations must increase. Similar conclusions were obtained by .
Temporal or spatial asynchrony at some level must be a widespread feature in hostparasite interactions and a number of authors have noted that it can contribute to the stability of populations. Varley & Gradwell (1958) listed any protection of hosts from parasitism as a stabilizing factor. Griffiths (1969) studied two ichneumon parasites of the European pine sawfly, one of which was imperfectly synchronized temporally and the other imperfectly synchronized spatially (due to difficulties in locating the host cocoons at any depth in the pine needle litter). He showed by simulation that such asynchrony can contribute to stability. Hassell (1969a) found that 55"4 of the winter moth larvae in one year were protected from parasitism by Cyzenis albicans due to the late emergence of the parasite adults. This was found to be sufficient to stabilize a simple population model based on the observed interaction.
We consider that spatial considerations of the type discussed in this section will often be the dominant factor governing the stability of an interaction (see Discussion).
MODEL E
Using model D we considered the importance of parasite aggregation and host distribution without the complications of functional responses and parasite interference. In this way it was possible to show quite clearly the likely effect of some non-random distributions on the outcome of an interaction. In this section we combine the effects of interference with parasite aggregation and host distribution. To be complete we should also include the functional response from model B which would then give 
The precise conditions for stability from this model are shown in the Appendix. As expected, the significant parameters are the same as those from model C and model D. 
Biological control
The nature of these responses is important to the stability of host and parasite populations as indicated in Table 6 . It would be most misleading, however, to imply that only factors affecting stability are important to the outcome of an interaction, since other factors principally have an important effect on the average levels about which the populations fluctuate although they have little or no affect on stability. Both of these categories are important to biological control using insect natural enemies, the success of which depends on the parasites or predators reducing the pest population and maintaining it about a new low level in a stable interaction. These equilibrium levels depend on two factors. (1) The effective rate of increase (F) of the host. The value of F depends on the host fecundity, sex ratio and all host mortalities other than parasitism.
(2) The average proportion of hosts parasitized. This proportion depends on the number of searching parasites (which in part depends on the survival of parasite progeny) and all factors affecting the overall searching efficiency (NaINtPt).
Thus any factors acting on host or parasite populations must have some effect on their average population levels, while only some of these will alter stability.
It is now possible to suggest (see Table 7 ) how the various searching parameters in models A-E should be optimized for better biological control. Parasites with the following searching characters are the more likely to stabilize their host population at low levels. (1) A high intrinsic searching efficiency (a'). This is necessary to attain the low equilibrium populations.
(2) A small handling time (Th) relative to the total adult searching life-time (Tt). This minimizes the instability that results from parasite functional responses.
(3) Some degree of parasite interference (m). This contributes to stability if the interference constant falls within the range 0 < m < 1 (for optimum stability, see Table 3 
SUMMARY
(1) Several models for host-parasite interactions are discussed. Some of these are based on random search where searching efficiency is either assumed to be constant or to depend on host and/or parasite density. In the others, the parasites are assumed to search in a non-random way, tending to aggregate in unit areas where host density is high. The most complex model considered includes three basic parasite responses: the functional response to host density, the response to parasite density and the response to the host distribution.
(2) For each of these models, the significant parameters affecting stability are presented and the stability boundaries illustrated where possible. Only mutual interference between searching parasites, aggregation of parasites in unit areas where host density is relatively high and some degree of spatial or temporal asynchrony were found to contribute to stability.
(3) The parameters that affect the equilibrium levels of host and parasite populations and those also affecting stability are discussed in the context of biological control. It is concluded that a high basic searching efficiency, a low handling time, some degree of interference and parasite aggregation are all optimum searching characteristics for biological control.
MATHEMATICAL APPENDIX
This appendix outlines the mathematical derivation of the various stability results set out in the body of the paper. We first give a formal treatment of the stability character of the general eqn (2), and then apply the consequent formulae to the particular models A-D.
The present account is sketchy. A detailed and lucid analysis of some similar, but simpler, models is in Maynard Smith (1968, Ch. 2) . A formal, and in some respects more fully set out, stability analysis of eqn (2) is due to Bailey, Nicholson & Williams (1962); however, these authors have no host dependence in the search functionf (i.e.f(Pt) only, notf(N,,P,)), and their specific applications differ from our models A-D, being somewhat less biologically motivated. For a general account of the stability analysis of population models with difference equations, and their relation to the corresponding analysis for systems of differential equations, see May (1972a May ( , 1973a .
General case
The possible time-independent equilibrium populations, N* and P*, are found simply by putting N+1 = N = N* and P+1 = P = P* in eqn (2):
f(N*, P*) = F-1.
These equations may in principle be solved to get N* and P*, provided F> 1. In the real world, with its environmental fluctuations, the equilibrium solution will be meaningful only if the system tends to return to these equilibrium populations when perturbed from them. Thus we seek to find whether the equilibrium point N*, P* is a stable or an unstable one.
To this end, first write the perturbed populations as: 
The partial derivatives off(N,P) with respect to P and to N are both to be evaluated at the equilibrium point, N*, P*. In any biologically sensible model, the fraction of unparasitized hosts, f(N,P), is likely to decrease as P increases, and to increase as N increases, so that we expect q and v to be non-negative. However, the formal treatment below encompasses arbitrary il In addition to this criterion, it is also required that 11> -(2 + v)/(F+ 1). However, for biologically reasonable f(N,P) we expect v> 0, i1>0 (as is the case in all the present models, A-E), so that this third condition is automatically fulfilled. Larger values of Q outside the range (A14) lead to unstable oscillations, smaller values to unstable monotonic growth. Within the range (A 14), the stability is oscillatory or monotonic depending on whether i is greater or less than a critical value qo, which is the value for which the term in square brackets in eqn (A12) vanishes, namely
The above constitutes a linearized stability analysis, valid in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium point. For a class of analogous population models where growth is a continuous process, that is where we have differential equations rather than difference equations such as (2), it is possible to show that for a stable equilibrium point the global nonlinear stability character is validly described by the neighbourhood analysis (May 1972) . (Conversely those models with no stable equilibrium point may possess a stable limit cycle.) The Poincare-Bendixson techniques employed in the differential equation case have no immediate analogue for difference equations, and we have no corresponding rigorous proof that the conventional neighbourhood stability analysis characterizes the global stability, for very large perturbations. However, it is plausible that in the comparatively simple models A-D the neighbourhood analysis does describe the global stability character, and this conjecture is strengthened by the fact that extensive numerical studies for these models have invariably displayed the stability character predicted by the linearized analysis. 
Use of the expressions (A24) and (A25) in conjunction with the stability criteria (A14) and (Al 5) leads directly to the results given in Table 3 
Here p is the quantity defined by eqn (16); notice 1> p >0, with p-O0 as the handling time becomes very short.
(ii) High density/low density A typical way of characterizing the differential densities and aggregations of hosts and parasites is by the three parameters a, n and ,u of eqns (22) 
